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R4suulk. Une simulation du comportement du courant permanent, en fonction du champ
klectrique, est rkaliske dans le cadre d'une nouvelle approche des thkories Poole et Poole-Frenkel

~PF) que nous nommons effet Poole-Frenkel Synthktique (SPF) (Ongaro et Pillonnet, dans IEE

Proc. PtA138, 127-37). L'illustration quantitative montre que notre approche SPF rkussit h

joindre, en une formulation unique, les approches Poole et PF prkckdentes, qui apparaissent alors

comme des cas limites. Cependant on souligne les dillicultks qui peuvent Etre attendues en ce qui

conceme la dktermination des paramdtres impliquks.

Abstract. A simulation is made of the behaviour of dc-current versus electric field when use is

made of a new approach of Poole and Poole-Frenkel ~PF) theories, we designated as Synthetic
Poole Frenkel (SPF) effect (Ongaro and Pillonnet, in IEE Proc. PtA138, 127-37). Quantitative
illustration shows that our SPF approach succeeds fairly well in joining in a unique formulation

the early Poole and PF approaches, which appear then as limiting cases. However, it is stressed

that difficulties can be expected as regards the determination of the involved parameters.

1. Intrnduction.

A generalization of the theories of Poole and Poole-Frenkel (PF) field-assisted ionisation

processes, which was designated as Synthetic Poole Frenkel (SPF) effect, was derived recently
[I]. This consisted mainly of a derivation of the lowering of potential energy by the field of an

assembly of Coulomb potential wells, and joining in a unique formulation Poole and Poole

Frenkel theories as is well-known, the latter took account of potential interactions while the

former did not do so. The resulting potential lowering, A4l], obtained in a model of

interactions limited within Z pairs of wells, was derived in a one-dimensional treatment. Only
potential energy variations are accounted for, as this is by far the most usually adopted
assumption. In Other words, Our SPF effect is not worked Out On the approach Of Mahapatra
and Roy [2a] and Roy [2b, 2c] these authors considered variations Of total energy, and their

results indicated that the ionisation potential predicted by PF theories gets lowered by a factor

of 2.

In our approach quoted above [I], only theoretical developments were dealt with, and
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these were concerned uniquely with the derivation of barrier lowering. There remained to

investigate the changes our theory was expected to introduce in the behaviour of current

versus field. This is the purpose of the present paper, which brings, by means of computer
simulations, an illustration of behaviours that can be expected. To do this, A4l obtained from

SPF is introduced into a formulation of the probability of ionisation, previously established on

the basis of Ferrni-Dirac statistics [3].

2. Variations of free electron densities according to SPF.

The study of variations of free electron densities according to SPF can be conveniently carried

out if we introduce a system Of reduced variables which are discussed below.

2.I REDUCED SPF EQUATIONS. When an unspecified number 2 Z of potential wells are

interacting, we showed that the reduced lowering of potential by the field, denoted in

reference [I] as AS~, can be written as

~~ ~~~ ~~
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~+ fj2
~ ~~~~ ~ ~~~ ~~' ~~~
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~
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~(2 k + 1)

The symbols in (I) have meanings as given below 4l'
=

p ~lea is the zero-field inner barrier

lowering of an isolated pair of wells (Z= I) due to potential overlap, with p
=

(e~/w so e)~'~ and
a

is the mean donor spacing. f
=

F/F~ is the reduced applied field, with

F~
=

(plea)~ standing for Vollmann's [4] transition field between the previously defined

Poole and PF effects. f](<0) is the reduced abscissa (f(
=

(x~,)~/~ of the potential
2

maximum with a field applied, the origin being taken midway between two adjacent sites.
z-1

3=
=

£ (2 k + 1)~ A~P is the notation used in reference [I] for the SPF equivalent of the

k=0

usual PF barrier lowering A4l
=

p Qi.
An approximate expression for AS~ can also be used [I], as it fits fairly well in equation (I)

over a large range of practical values of F. This approximate expression, AA=, is :

AA~
=

f
~

o,173 f143
2+Q7 1+o_5f12' (~j

This could assist experimentalists in applying SPF theory to experimental data. Considering a

model with only one donor level in the gap, and applying Ferrni-Dirac statistics, it was shown

[3] that the relative density of releasid electrons, in PF theory (isolated well), is

2s~~~

~~ l+~e~~"))I+ l+~s~~~ '~~ ~

j ~~~

~ ~ (l+fle~~")
q

The symbols in (3) have meanings as given below n~ (
=

n/N~) is the density of free electrons

relative to the density N~ of conduction band states s =
N~/N~ is the relative density of

donors q =

N~/N~ is a compen§ation rate expressed as the ratio of donor and deep acceptor
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densities q =

4l/kT is the dimensionless apparent donor depth
a

is either the dimensionless

SPF field-induced potential lowering, A4l]/kT, or the usual dimensionless PF lowering,
A4l/kT.

2.2 VARIATIONS OF FREE ELECTRON DENSITIES WITH FIELD. Simulations are performed
by simply putting A4l] from equation (I) into the variable

a
of equation (3), and by choosing

appropriate sets of values for the parameters of this equation. For comparing with the case of

PF effect developed in reference [3], simulation of~ation (3) is also made with the same set

of parameters and with the PF variable
a =

p F/kT.
Figure I, plotted as log n~ versus

Qi, shows that SPF effect (full lines) displays the same

log n,
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Fig. I. " Variations of logn~ versus field for PF and SPF effects.
e

=2.2; a=140A (Nd~
3.6 x

10'~ cm~~) T
=

300 K s =
0.041 (N~ 8.9 x

ld~ cm~~) Z~
=

2 4l eV ; 4l[
=

0.75 eV.
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high-field behaviour as PF effect (dashed lines). This corroborates the well-known statement

of Dussel and Boer [5] that, for a given donor density, Coulombic wells become disconnected,

I.e. their mutual interactions vanish, as the field reaches some threshold value. We marked on

a second axis three remarkable points the transition field F~ of Vollmann another transition

field F[
=

4 F~ which can be deduced from a paper by Hill [6] and which clearly seems more

appropriate than Vollmann's (the small-dashed vertical line makes conspicuous that the near

range of F[ is that for Poole to PF transition) F~ is the field of saturation (F~
=

(4l/p)~)

beyond which donors are fully empty. Dots (a") marked on curve (a') result from the

approximation of SPF effect by equation (2). For the sake of comparing significantly SPF and

PF effects, equal depths must be chosen for donors in the two cases. However, if a depth

4lp~ is assumed for the case of independent wells, it was shown in reference [I] that, when the

wells are overlapping, an apparent depth

~p'_~p ~p'~ (~)
QZ Z

must be substituted for 4lp~ in equation (3). Therefore, the condition 4lp~
=

4l[~ was satisfied

as follows. First 4lp~
=

0.75 eV then it is assumed for the overlap case that the assembly of

wells can be truncated at an energy kT below the bottom of the conduction band, so that

interactions of wells are limited to within an assembly of 4 wells (Z
=

Z~
=

2). The actual

depth 4l to be chosen in SPF is then 4l
=

1eV.

In the low field range ~f
<

I ), Poole regime manifests itself as a progressive smoothing of

curves. It is remarkable that such a smoothing is in conformity with a lot of experimental

curves of the literature. However, in addition to considering Poole regime as working
preferentially at low field strengths, two other interpretations were proposed. One consisted

of considering that carriers of another origin could coexist with the carriers released by the

field (Hirai and Nakada [7]). Likewise, Tanaka and Inuishi [8] explain some curves of

conductivity versus field, obtained on polyethylene films, by means of a model including both

deep donors and shallow traps. This is in the right view of an analysis by Simmons [9]. The

other model of interpretation consisted of explaining the shape of the low field conductivity
by contriving a three-dimensional PF (3D-PF) effect (see for example Pillonnet [10]). For

instance, Lovell [11] deemed that measurements on (epoxy) polymers were in good
agreement with Hill's [6] 3D-PF approach, in which conductivity («) is given by

« ~c kT
~

exp (- 4l/kT)(a ch
a

sh
a

(5)
a

A critical comparative analysis of 3D-PF theories can be found in reference [10]. If instead,
the low field smoothing is referred to Poole's law, an advantage of SPF theory could be that it

combines the early Poole and PF theories in a unique formulation.

Comparison between PF and SPF behaviours as a whole shows that the latter is shifted

downward by an amount of the order of 4l' 3~ in the medium range, and that this quantity

was found practically independent of Z. The less efficiency of the field at lower strengths
arises from the fact that, in the usual theories, excluding the approach of Mahapatra and Roy

[2a, b, cl, a larger barrier lowering results from considering the wells as isolated. There is no

need of commenting on both the unusual high-field PF and SPF saturation displayed by
figure I, and the existence of two slopes in cases of limited compensation, with slope

parameters in a ratio of two ; this saturation was shown [3] to be derivable readily from Fermi-

Dirac statistics.
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3. Conclusion.

The present study allows to distinguish quantitatively the degree of resemblance or of

dissimilarity, that can be expected between PF and SPF approaches. Also, it allows to verify
that SPF theory could be considered as an improved synthesis of Poole and PF theories. Its

more general character, as a method of approaching field-assisted electron thermal release,

would rather plead in favour of this theory. However, it must be emphasized here, and from a

practical point of view, that a quantitative access to the parameters associated with SPF could

be difficult, for the following reasons.

(ii In a favourable case where saturation would appear, the limiting value of current could

allow to accede to N~ N~, through equation (3). Now, saturation with the field cannot be

expected easily to arise at high fields, because other phenomena like impact ionisation should

be very likely in tiffs range. Cases where the curves display two slopes or even one slope with a

one-half slope parameter, are those where N~ » N~.

(iii Knowledge of N~ is needed to derive the mean intersite distance a, and to evaluate the

number Z~ of pairs to which one can circumscribe the overlapping of wells. Therefore, it is

difficult to determine the lowering of the intersite potential (A4l]) by the field.

(iii) The apparent activation energy 4l[= cannot be deduced by extrapoling a curve to the

origin, contrary to the case of the earlier PF theories. We showed elsewhere [12] that,

deriving it from Arrhenius plots cannot be considered as an undisputable means. Likewise,

the actual depth di of the wells is difficult to obtain this way, so that other independent

methods of determination are necessary.

(iv) Ordinate of curves at f
=

0 is associated with the compensation ratio q, in an involved

manner. In a favourable case where saturation would appear, knowledge of n~(oo) and

n~(0) would yield

~~~/ ~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~°~~
2

~~~
~~

~

l +~e~)
N~

If N~/N~ can be known some other way, this equation determines 4l[~. However, this is

convenient only in cases where a unique level is considered, and we know that this assumption

cannot be derived safely from Arrhenius diagrams.

(vi Curves of figure I are drawn only in the simplified case where the screening of donors

by the mobile charged entities, present in the material, can be neglected. However, when

developping our SPF theory [I], we analysed carefully the theoretical consequences of

considering wells sharper. than Coulombic wells. We showed there that the difficulties

resulting from the non-convergence of sums like the one of equation (I) are tided over.

However, a short analysis of the literature on screening (see for example [13], [14] and [15])
showed that, presently, there does not seem to exist undisputable models for screening.
Consequently, no easy evaluation can be given of the screening range.

Finally it appears, as already mentioned in our previous theoretical study [I], that

implementing experimentally Poole-Frenkel type approaches is not as straightforward as it is

sometimes felt.
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